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More Tales of Zorro
Inspired by Charles Babbage, who believes that his Difference Engine can calculate the longitude of a solar eclipse,
astronomer Selena Cott invents a technique to photograph it and embarks on a dangerous journey into the American
Southwest.

Mark of Zorro: 100 Years of the Masked Avenger Art Book
Alexander Cold, his grandmother Kate, and his closest friend Nadia return in the follow-up to City of the Beasts on a new
quest to find the fabled Golden Dragon of the Himalayas, another fantastical voyage of suspense, magic, and awe-inspiring
adventure from internationally celebrated novelist Isabel Allende. Not many months have passed since teenager Alexander
Cold followed his bold grandmother into the heart of the Amazon to uncover its legendary Beast. This time, reporter Kate
Cold escorts her grandson and his closest friend, Nadia, along with the photographers from International Geographic, on a
journey to another location far from home. Entering a forbidden sovereignty tucked in the frosty peaks of the Himalayas,
the team's task is to locate a sacred statue and priceless oracle that can foretell the future of the kingdom, known as the
Golden Dragon. In their scramble to reach the statue, Alexander and Nadia must use the transcendent power of their
totemic animal spirits—Jaguar and Eagle. With the aid of a sage Buddhist monk, his young royal disciple, and a fierce tribe
of Yeti warriors, Alexander and Nadia fight to protect the holy rule of the Golden Dragon—before it can be destroyed by the
greed of an outsider.

Paula
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The Curse of Capistrano is a 1919 serialized novel by Johnston McCulley and the first work to feature the fictional Californio
character Zorro (zorro is the Spanish word for fox). It would be later published as a book in 1924 under the title The Mark of
Zorro

Bad Monkeys
Completing the trilogy that includes her bestselling novels Daughter of Fortune and The House of the Spirits, Portrait in
Sepia is a stunning novel about memory and family secrets Set at the end of the nineteenth century, Portrait in Sepia is a
richly imagined historical novel featuring the colorful and intrepid del Valle family. The protagonist, Aurora del Valle, suffers
a brutal trauma that shapes her character and erases from her mind all recollections of the first five years of her life. Raised
by her ambitious grandmother, the regal and commanding Paulina del Valle, she grows up in a privileged environment, free
of the limitations that circumscribe the lives of women at that time, but tormented by horrible nightmares. When she is
forced to recognize her betrayal by the man she loves, and to cope with the resulting solitude, she decides to explore the
mystery of her past.

Zorro's Shadow
"Scars!" is a Zorro adventure, a graphic novel featuring fierce battles with deadly foes and intense romance with a
mysterious beauty, all set against the savage landscape of the untamed wilds of the Old West. Zorro seeks to find safe
haven for Eulalia Bandini, a woman who dared defied the powerful Capitan Monasterio to save Zorro. But no matter how far
north Zorro and Eulalia ride, Monasterio and his men are not far behind. Yet Zorro still stops to save Theirry and Amelie
Besson, a middle-ages mapmaker and his wife, from the clutches of the cadaverous Ripklaw and his master, Lucifer Trapp!
Discover the shocking reason why Trapp wants Besson dead; see the romantic tension increase between Zorro and Eulalia;
see Zorro battling all along the breath-taking yet deadly beauty of Yellowstone. It all builds to Zorro's climatic battle to the
death with Ripklaw on an ice bridge, while an earthquake threatens to kill everyone! Ages 8 to 12. Papercutz is the exciting
new graphic novel publisher that's building a huge following among the next generation of comics fans. Even the most
reluctant readers are becoming addicted to the Papercutz approach of giving classic characters a modern makeover! Each
Papercutz graphic novel features comics stories drawn in the style of the popular Japanese comics known as manga, and
beautifully rendered with state of the art color. While educators rave about the high quality of the Papercutz writing and
artwork, readers 8 and up are simply enjoying the great adventures found in each fun-filled volume. Be sure to check out
other Papercutz titles such as Nancy Drew, Totally Spies, and The Hardy Boys.

The Curse of Capistrano Illustrated
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Isabel Allende—“la Famosa” to her fellow Chileans—is the world’s most widely read Spanish language author. Her career
coincides with the emergence of multiculturalism and global feminism, and her powerfully honest, revelatory works touch
the pulse points of humankind. Her bravura study of the interwoven roles of women in family history opens the minds of
outsiders to the sufferings of women and their children during years of social and political nightmare. This reference work
provides an introduction to Allende’s life as well as a guided overview of her body of work. Designed for the fan and scholar
alike, this text features an alphabetized, fully-annotated listing of major terms in the Allende canon, including fictional
characters, motifs, historical events and themes. A comprehensive index is included.

A Study Guide for Isabel Allende's "Zorro"
Zorro, educated as a gentleman, observes the mistreatment of the native population around him and adopts a secret
disguise as he and his constant companion Bernardo fight against the injustices committed by Sergeant Gonzales and his
soldiers.

Zorro #1: Scars!
"California, año 1790: empieza una aventura en una época fascinante y turbulenta, con personajes entrañables y de
espíritu indómito, y un hombre de corazón romántico y sangre liviana. Llegó la hora de desenmascarar al Zorro.

Tales of Zorro
Celebrate Zorro's centennial with a massive collector's tome of riches including rare art from Zorro pulp publications, film,
television, comics, animation, and pop culture! The Mark of Zorro 100 Years of the Masked Avenger is a beautifully crafted
love letter to the storied history of one of the most enduring heroes ever to grace popular culture. Zorro rides again with a
wonderful collected edition celebrating the rich history and current exploits of Johnston McCulley iconic hero. From his
inception in 1919 to the thriving fan following in 2019, this volume treats readers to a reverent romp through a century of
masked heroics. This edition collects the best artwork, film images, and more from the past 100 years of Zorro fandom in
one wonderful volume that is perfect for the holiday gift giving season. This is a must-have for hardcore and casual fans of
Zorro!

Young Zorro
A passionate tale of love, freedom, and conquest from the New York Times bestselling author of The House of the Spirits,
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Isabel Allende. Born into a poor family in Spain, Inés Suárez, finds herself condemned to a life of poverty without
opportunity as a lowly seamstress. But it's the sixteenth century, the beginning of the Spanish conquest of the Americas.
Struck by the same restless hope and opportunism, Inés uses her shiftless husband's disappearance to Peru as an excuse to
embark on her own adventure. After learning of her husband's death in battle, she meets the fiery war hero, Pedro de
Valdivia and begins a love that not only changes her life but the course of history. Based on the real historical events that
founded Chile, Allende takes us on a whirlwind adventure of love and loss seen through the eyes of a daring, complicated
woman who fought for freedom.

Daughter of Fortune
In the Midst of Winter
Celebrate Zorro's centennial with a massive collector's tome of riches including rare art from Zorro pulp publications, film,
television, comics, animation, and pop culture! The Mark of Zorro 100 Years of the Masked Avenger is a beautifully crafted
love letter to the storied history of one of the most enduring heroes ever to grace popular culture. Zorro rides again with a
wonderful collected edition celebrating the rich history and current exploits of Johnston McCulley iconic hero. From his
inception in 1919 to the thriving fan following in 2019, this volume treats readers to a reverent romp through a century of
masked heroics. This edition collects the best artwork, film images, and more from the past 100 years of Zorro fandom in
one wonderful volume that is perfect for the holiday gift giving season. This is a must-have for hardcore and casual fans of
Zorro!

El Zorro
Zorro behind the mask is a daring defender of freedom and justice, wielding sword and whip with unparalleled skill in
defense of the common people's cause. Zorro without the mask is Don Alejandro de la Vega, wealthy landowner and as
much of a family man as his charge will allow. As California stands on the brink of statehood, Alejandro is not sure who he
will be when the need for the mask fades, but his lovely wife, Elena, is certain he will be the devoted husband and father
she and their son, Joaquin, have patiently waited for. But ruthless men in a deadly conspiracy of power have different ideas.
As they threaten the future of a still-young nation, they also set Alejandro's two lives in collision, drawing his beloved Elena
into a perilous world of shadows and lies. Could the mask ultimately cost the one they call Zorro everything and everyone
he holds most dear? Or will the Zorro legacy and de la Vega family prevail?
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Aphrodite
From the New York Times bestselling author of The House of the Spirits, Isabelle Allende, comes a passionate tale of one
young woman's quest to save her lover set against the chaos of the 1849 California Gold Rush. Orphaned at birth, Eliza
Sommers is raised in the British colony of Valparaíso, Chile, by the well-intentioned Victorian spinster Miss Rose and her
more rigid brother Jeremy. Just as she meets and falls in love with the wildly inappropriate Joaquín Andieta, a lowly clerk
who works for Jeremy, gold is discovered in the hills of northern California. By 1849, Chileans of every stripe have fallen
prey to feverish dreams of wealth. Joaquín takes off for San Francisco to seek his fortune, and Eliza, pregnant with his child,
decides to follow him. As Eliza embarks on her perilous journey north in the hold of a ship and arrives in the rough-andtumble world of San Francisco, she must navigate a society dominated by greedy men. But Eliza soon catches on with the
help of her natural spirit and a good friend, the Chinese doctor Tao Chi’en. What began as a search for love ends up as the
conquest of personal freedom. A marvel of storytelling, Daughter of Fortune confirms once again Isabel Allende's
extraordinary gift for fiction and her place as one of the world's leading writers.

The Mark of Zorro 100 Years of the Masked Avenger Hc Art Book
Bold Venture Press presents A Task for Zorro, a rare full-length adventure from 1947.Don Marcos Vargas - His inherited
fortunes had been squandered. He was tolerated in polite society because of his lineage and social standing, but one by one
his friends were dropping away; Pedro Ramirez - Truth and honesty were difficult virtues for him. Perhaps he was leading
Vargas down the wrong path in an attempt to rebuild his fortune?; Barney Burke - The Americano traveled through the
pueblo, befriending Diego Vega. His goal was to build a cattle ranch of his own. But he hoped to finance his endeavor with
the reward for Se�or Zorro's capture!; Diego Vega - Apathetic and languid by day, he was secretly El Zorro, the masked
highwayman, by night! His sword rang true, clashed against enemy steel, in defense of the poor and downtrodden!This
edition includes fifteen Zorro short stories from West magazine. In the introduction, pop culture historian and lecturer John
E. Petty discusses "Zorro: The Unique, the Unusual, and the Bizarre" - an examination of Zorro movies and collectibles in
other countries that are unusual.Short stories: "Zorro Saves His Honor," "Zorro and the Pirate," "Zorro Beats a Drum,"
"Zorro's Strange Duel," "Zorro's Masked Menace," "Zorro Aids and Invalid," "Zorro Saves and American," "Zorro Meets a
Rogue," "Zorro Races with Death," "Zorro Fights for Peace," "Zorro Serenades a Siren," "Zorro Meets a Wizard," "Zorro
Fights With Fire," "Gold For a Tyrant," and "The Hide Huner"

Zorro
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88 Names
Zorro is back in a new horror-based series and celebrating 100 years of heroic swashbuckling action! Los Angeles is invaded
by an army of demonic horsemen and Zorro is the only man who can save his home from becoming Hell on Earth. David
Avallone (Bettie Page, Twilight Zone: The Shadow) and Roy Allen Martinez (House of M, Immortal Iron Fist) are proud to
present the return of Zorro, as he faces down the Swords of Hell in an action-packed supernatural thrill ride. This volume
collects the full Zorro: Swords of Hell 4 issue series and contains a wealth of extra material celebrating the centennial of this
classic hero!

Eva Luna
New York Times and worldwide bestselling “dazzling storyteller” (Associated Press) Isabel Allende returns with a sweeping
novel about three very different people who are brought together in a mesmerizing story that journeys from present-day
Brooklyn to Guatemala in the recent past to 1970s Chile and Brazil. In the Midst of Winter begins with a minor traffic
accident—which becomes the catalyst for an unexpected and moving love story between two people who thought they
were deep into the winter of their lives. Richard Bowmaster—a 60-year-old human rights scholar—hits the car of Evelyn
Ortega—a young, undocumented immigrant from Guatemala—in the middle of a snowstorm in Brooklyn. What at first
seems just a small inconvenience takes an unforeseen and far more serious turn when Evelyn turns up at the professor’s
house seeking help. At a loss, the professor asks his tenant Lucia Maraz—a 62-year-old lecturer from Chile—for her advice.
These three very different people are brought together in a mesmerizing story that moves from present-day Brooklyn to
Guatemala in the recent past to 1970s Chile and Brazil, sparking the beginning of a long overdue love story between
Richard and Lucia. Exploring the timely issues of human rights and the plight of immigrants and refugees, the book recalls
Allende’s landmark novel The House of the Spirits in the way it embraces the cause of “humanity, and it does so with
passion, humor, and wisdom that transcend politics” (Jonathan Yardley, The Washington Post). In the Midst of Winter will
stay with you long after you turn the final page.

Zorro 1
As a girl, Clara del Valle can read fortunes, make objects move as if they had lives of their own, and predict the future.
Following the mysterious death of her sister, Rosa the Beautiful, Clara is mute for nine years. When she breaks her silence,
it is to announce that she will be married soon to the stern and volatile landowner Esteban Trueba. Set in an unnamed Latin
American country over three generations, The House of the Spirits is a magnificent epic of a proud and passionate family,
secret loves and violent revolution.
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The Japanese Lover
When men start disappearing from the pueblo of Los Angeles and cattle are missing from his father's rancho, young Diego
de la Vega and his best friend, Bernardo, encounter an injustice so wicked that they must take action.

Zorro #5
A Study Guide for Isabel Allende's "Zorro," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students.This concise study guide
includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further
reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.

Zorro
The New York Times bestselling author of The House of the Spirits and A Long Petal of the Sea tells the story of one
unforgettable woman—a slave and concubine determined to take control of her own destiny—in this sweeping historical
novel that moves from the sugar plantations of Saint-Domingue to the lavish parlors of New Orleans at the turn of the 19th
century “Allende is a master storyteller at the peak of her powers.”—Los Angeles Times The daughter of an African mother
she never knew and a white sailor, Zarité—known as Tété—was born a slave on the island of Saint-Domingue. Growing up
amid brutality and fear, Tété found solace in the traditional rhythms of African drums and the mysteries of voodoo. Her life
changes when twenty-year-old Toulouse Valmorain arrives on the island in 1770 to run his father’s plantation, Saint Lazare.
Overwhelmed by the challenges of his responsibilities and trapped in a painful marriage, Valmorain turns to his teenaged
slave Tété, who becomes his most important confidant. The indelible bond they share will connect them across four
tumultuous decades and ultimately define their lives.

Ines of My Soul
WHAT IS LOVE? In the game of love, there are winners and losers. In THE LOSERS' CLUB, Richard Perez tries to answer the
eternal question. Set in downtown New York City, THE LOSERS' CLUB tells the story of Martin Sierra, an unlucky writer
addicted to the personals. His journey brings us into the East Village, pre-9/11-and in contact with Nikki, his dream woman,
who remains unattainable romantically yet becomes his friend and confidant during his illuminating misadventures.
Populated with characters and surprises few will ever forget, this energetic, comic novel is as much about a generation (we
won't say "X") as it is about a specific time and place.
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Kingdom of the Golden Dragon
Long before Superman or Batman made their first appearances, there was Zorro. Born on the pages of the pulps in 1919,
Zorro fenced his way through the American popular imagination, carving his signature letter Z into the flesh of evildoers in
Old Spanish California. Zorro is the original caped crusader, the first hero to have a band called the Avengers, and the
character who laid the blueprint for the modern American superhero: the mask, the alter-ego, extraordinary physical skills,
and a struggle against arch-villains. Famed comics pioneer Bob Kane even wrote that &“Zorro was a major influence on my
creation of Batman.&” In Zorro's Shadow, historian and Latin American studies expert Stephen J. C. Andes investigates the
legends behind the mask of Zorro, revealing that the origin of America's first superhero lies in Latinx history and
experience. Andes begins his investigation in Mexico City at a statue of William Lamport, the so-called &“Irish Zorro,&” who
was burned at the stake by the Mexican Inquisition. There, he discovers new documents at the Mexican National Archives
and travels to the Sonoran desert to find the birthplace of Joaqu&ín Murrieta, a California Gold Rush bandit who many claim
inspired the creation of Zorro. Based on the never-before-seen letters of Zorro creator Johnston McCulley, Andes describes
how the legends around Lamport and Murrieta influenced the development of the masked hero in black, and further, how
Zorro went from a real life Mexican bandido to a distinctly white, aristocratic hero. Revealing the length of Zorro's shadow
on the superhero genre is a reclamation of the legend of Zorro for a multiethnic and multicultural America.

Maya's Notebook
The Curse of Capistrano
Newly Reissued New York Times Bestselling Author “Beautiful and heartrending. . . . Memoir, autobiography, epicedium,
perhaps even some fiction: they are all here, and they are all quite wonderful.” —Los Angeles Times When Isabel Allende’s
daughter, Paula, became gravely ill and fell into a coma, the author began to write the story of her family for her
unconscious child. In the telling, bizarre ancestors appear before our eyes; we hear both delightful and bitter childhood
memories, amazing anecdotes of youthful years, the most intimate secrets passed along in whispers. With Paula, Allende
has written a powerful autobiography whose straightforward acceptance of the magical and spiritual worlds will remind
readers of her first book, The House of the Spirits.

Zorro
Jane Charlotte has been arrested for murder. During questioning, she tells the police that she is a member of a secret
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organisation. Her division, the Bad Monkeys, is an execution squad, determined to rid the world of evil people. But the man
she has just killed was not on the target list. As her story becomes more bizarre the question becomes: Is Jane lying, crazy or playing a different game altogether?

The Soul of a Woman
The critically acclaimed author of Lovecraft Country returns with a thrilling and immersive virtual reality epic—part
cyberthriller, part twisted romantic comedy—that transports you to a world where identity is fluid and nothing can be taken
at face value. John Chu is a “sherpa”—a paid guide to online role-playing games like the popular Call to Wizardry. For a fee,
he and his crew will provide you with a top-flight character equipped with the best weapons and armor, and take you
dragon-slaying in the Realms of Asgarth, hunting rogue starships in the Alpha Sector, or battling hordes of undead in the
zombie apocalypse. Chu’s new client, the pseudonymous Mr. Jones, claims to be a “wealthy, famous person” with powerful
enemies, and he’s offering a ridiculous amount of money for a comprehensive tour of the world of virtual-reality gaming.
For Chu, this is a dream assignment, but as the tour gets underway, he begins to suspect that Mr. Jones is really North
Korean dictator Kim Jong-un, whose interest in VR gaming has more to do with power than entertainment. As if that weren’t
enough to deal with, Chu also has to worry about “Ms. Pang,” who may or may not be an agent of the People’s Republic of
China, and his angry ex-girlfriend, Darla Jean Covington, who isn’t the type to let an international intrigue get in the way of
her own plans for revenge. What begins as a whirlwind online adventure soon spills over into the real world. Now Chu must
use every trick and resource at his disposal to stay one step ahead—because in real life, there is no reset button.

Island Beneath the Sea
Swords of Hell
In the early 1800s, California was still under Spanish rule. Some military commanders plundered and won riches at the
expense of the peace-loving settlers, until one man gave them the spirit to resist tyranny. That man was Zorro! Under cover
of night, a wicked pirate crew landed on the California shores, infiltrating Reina de los Angeles. Their sadistic leader,
Diabolito, would resort to murder to claim a fortune. Then, the masked horseman Zorro rode once more - to challenge a
swordsman who might be his superior! Plus, an absolutely true short story of young Don Diego de la Vega, written by Baron
Munchausen! Zorro: The Complete Pulp Adventures by Johnston McCulley presents the original Zorro stories in their
entirety. Now, Bold Venture Press proudly unveils a thrilling new novel, Zorro and the Little Devil by Peter David, continuing
the legend of "The Curse of Capistrano!"
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Shooting the Sun
Moonstone is proud to present More Tales of Zorro, the second anthology featuring all-new, original tales of The Fox! This
groundbreaking compilation includes never-before-seen stories and essays from a fantastic lineup of today's top writers.
Best of all, More Tales of Zorro includes stunning new cover art by Spectrum award-winner Douglas Klauba and even more
original interior illustrations by acclaimed Disney animator and sculptor, Ruben Procopio! This special edition includes a
BONUS new Zorro story by Richard Dean Starr, and an interview with the President of Zorro Productions, Inc., John Gertz!

The Infinite Plan
Summer Reissues with P.S. The engrossing story of one man’s quest for love and for his soul from bestselling author Isabel
Allende, now available with P.S. Isabel Allende’s first novel to be set in the United States and to portray American
characters, The Infinite Plan is a vivid tale of one man’s search for love, and his struggle to come to terms with a childhood
of poverty and neglect. As he journeys from the Hispanic barrio in Los Angeles to the killing fields of Vietnam to the frenetic
life of a lawyer in San Francisco, Gregory Reeves loses himself in an illusory and wrongheaded quest. Only when he circles
back to his roots does he find the love and acceptance he has been searching for.

The House of the Spirits
The Losers' Club
“Allende can spin a yarn with the grace of a poet.”—Entertainment Weekly AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER,
NOW WITH A NEW DEAR READER LETTER From the New York Times bestselling author of A Long Petal of the Sea and The
House of the Spirits, an enthralling and suspenseful coming-of-age story about a teenage girl who must unravel the
mysteries of her past in order to save herself. Nineteen-year-old Maya Vidal grew up in a rambling old house in Berkeley
with her grandmother Nini—a force of nature whose formidable strength helped her build a new life after she emigrated
from Chile in 1973—and Popo, an African-American astronomer and professor whose solid, comforting presence helps calm
the turbulence of Maya's adolescence. When Popo dies of cancer, Maya comes undone and turns to drugs, alcohol, and
petty crime. When she becomes lost in the dangerous underworld of Las Vegas, Maya becomes caught in the crosshairs of
deadly warring forces. Her one chance for survival is Nini, who helps her escape to a remote island off the coast of Chile.
Here, Maya tries to make sense of the past to discover the truth about her life and her family, and embarks on her greatest
adventure: a journey of self-discovery and forgiveness.
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The Caballero
Meet Zesty Tastee, flamboyant gay playboy and heir to the Tastee Corporationfortune. That's what the world knows of him,
but Zesty is also Magpie, thecorporate saboteur who fights against his father's corrupt business practices.Zesty's evil
tycoon dad is out to destroy an entire rainforest, and he's joinedup with a mysterious sect of ninjas to help keep 'Magpie'
from interfering.Prince Ander is the sect agent on the case and Zesty has love at first sight forthis dreamy ninja master.
Zesty can't understand why anyone as noble as Princewould ever work with his father. His mission is to find out the secret
of therain forest, and win Prince's heart in the process!

Zorro and the Little Devil
From New York Times bestselling author Isabel Allende, “a magical and sweeping” (Publishers Weekly, starred review) love
story and multigenerational epic that stretches from San Francisco in the present-day to Poland and the United States
during World War II. In 1939, as Poland falls under the shadow of the Nazis, young Alma Belasco’s parents send her away to
live in safety with an aunt and uncle in their opulent mansion in San Francisco. There, as the rest of the world goes to war,
she encounters Ichimei Fukuda, the quiet and gentle son of the family’s Japanese gardener. Unnoticed by those around
them, a tender love affair begins to blossom. Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the two are cruelly pulled apart
as Ichimei and his family—like thousands of other Japanese Americans—are declared enemies and forcibly relocated to
internment camps run by the United States government. Throughout their lifetimes, Alma and Ichimei reunite again and
again, but theirs is a love that they are forever forced to hide from the world. Decades later, Alma is nearing the end of her
long and eventful life. Irina Bazili, a care worker struggling to come to terms with her own troubled past, meets the elderly
woman and her grandson, Seth, at San Francisco’s charmingly eccentric Lark House nursing home. As Irina and Seth forge a
friendship, they become intrigued by a series of mysterious gifts and letters sent to Alma, eventually learning about Ichimei
and this extraordinary secret passion that has endured for nearly seventy years. Sweeping through time and spanning
generations and continents, The Japanese Lover is written with the same keen understanding of her characters that Isabel
Allende has been known for since her landmark first novel The House of the Spirits. The Japanese Lover is a moving tribute
to the constancy of the human heart in a world of unceasing change.

The Sum of Our Days
**The remarkable novel from the multi-million-bestselling author of The House of the Spirits and The Japanese Lover** Meet
the unforgettable Eva Luna: a lover, a writer, a revolutionary and above all, a storyteller. Eva Luna is the daughter of a
professor's assistant and a snake-bitten gardener – born poor, orphaned at an early age and working as a servant. Eva is a
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naturally gifted and imaginative storyteller who meets people from all walks of life. Though she has no wealth, she trades
her stories like currency with people who are kind to her. As she shares her stories, she introduces an eccentric cast of
characters: the Lebanese émigré who takes her in, her Catholic godmother who believes in saints, a street urchin who
grows up to be the leader of the guerrilla struggle, a celebrated trans cabaret star and a young refugee whose flight from
postwar Europe will change Eva's life forever. As Eva tells her story, Isabel Allende brings to life a complex South American
country – the rich, the poor, the sophisticated – in a novel that celebrates the power of imagination and storytelling. Praise
for Isabel Allende’s Eva Luna: ‘Vibrant, colourful characters; the ordinary fused with the grotesque; a Latin American
setting, tropical this time; vivid, elegant narrative. The narrator, Eva Luna, is herself a story-teller in the Allende tradition’
Guardian ‘An evident affection for words, compassion for the oppressed and the inarticulate, the daring ambition to draw
cross-sections of whole societies . . . Allende's work glows’ New York Times ‘Sumptuous . . . a tale that spans forty years
and moves from a surreal jungle to a modern-day urban capital where even the most apolitical are driven to risky antigovernment activities’ Chicago Tribune ‘Allende rearranges reality with a blend of memories, mysticism and imagination’
The Philadelphia Inquirer ‘A remarkable novel, one in which a cascade of stories tumbled out before the reader, stories vivid
and passionate and human’ Washington Post ‘Magnificent . . . Allende is a prodigious fabulist, weaving extraordinary tales’
Publishers Weekly

The Legend of Zorro
Narrated with warmth, humor, exceptional candor and wisdom, The Sum of Our Days is a portrait of a contemporary family,
tied together by the love, strong will, and stubborn determination of a beloved matriarch, the indomitable New York Times
bestselling author of The House of the Spirits, Isabel Allende. "An inspiring and thought-provoking work." –Denver Post
Isabel Allende reconstructs the painful reality of her own life in the wake of the tragic death of her daughter, Paula.
Narrated with warmth, humor, exceptional candor, and wisdom, this remarkable memoir is as exuberant and as full of life
as its creator. Allende bares her soul while sharing her thoughts on love, marriage, motherhood, spirituality and religion,
infidelity, addiction, and memory—and recounts stories of the wildly eccentric, strong-minded, and eclectic tribe she
gathers around her and lovingly embraces as a new kind of family.

Isabel Allende
A child of two worlds -- the son of an aristocratic Spanish military man turned landowner and a Shoshone warrior woman -young Diego de la Vega cannot silently bear the brutal injustices visited upon the helpless in late-eighteenth-century
California. And so a great hero is born -- skilled in athleticism and dazzling swordplay, his persona formed between the Old
World and the New -- the legend known as Zorro.
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Portrait in Sepia
Under the aegis of the Goddess of Love, Isabel Allende uses her storytelling skills brilliantly in Aphrodite to evoke the
delights of food and sex. After considerable research and study, she has become an authority on aphrodisiacs, which
include everything from food and drink to stories and, of course, love. Readers will find here recipes from Allende's mother,
poems, stories from ancient and foreign literatures, paintings, personal anecdotes, fascinating tidbits on the sensual art of
food and its effects on amorous performance, tips on how to attract your mate and revive flagging virility, passages on the
effect of smell on libido, a history of alcoholic beverages, and much more. An ode to sensuality that is an irresistible blend
of memory, imagination and the senses, Aphrodite is familiar territory for readers who know her fiction.
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